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Abstract— We propose a compact model for flash memory cells
that is suitable for SPICE simulation. The model includes a hot-
electron gate current model that considers not only Channel Hot
Electron (CHE) injection but also CHannel Initiated Secondary
ELectron (CHISEL) injection to express properly substrate bias
dependence. Simulation results of both programming and erasing
characteristics for 130nm-technology flash memory cells indicate
that our model is useful in designing and optimizing circuit for
flash memories.

I. INTRODUCTION

Flash memories are indispensable for mobile equipments
because of their nonvolatility. A growing need to process more
complicated task on these equipments requires flash memories
to have larger capacity and lower power consumption, which
leads to finer wafer process and more complex circuit design.
Therefore, circuit simulation becomes very important in circuit
design and optimization for flash memories.

Programming efficiency, which is defined as a ratio of gate
current to programming current, is one of the most important
factor for flash memories to determine power consumption
and programming speed. The programming efficiency of
flash memory cells which utilize hot-electron injection to
program is enhanced by applying substrate bias[1][2][3][4].
Mechanisms of the enhancement by substrate bias have
been investigated from device physics perspective of view
by measurements[5][6][7] and simulations[8][9]. From circuit
level perspective of view, some work has been done to con-
struct a compact model for the substrate-bias-dependent gate
current[10], but a closed-form model has not been proposed
yet. In this work, we propose a SPICE friendly compact
model for gate current and show simulation results of the
programming/erasing characteristics of a flash memory cell.

II. MODELING

A flash memory cell has a floating gate (FG) between a
control gate (CG) and a channel of an MOSFET. Electrons are

injected into the floating gate in program mode, whereas they
are released in erase mode. These operations are expressed
by an equivalent circuit of an MOSFET and a capacitor
with two current sources as shown in Fig. 1[11][12]. Model
parameters for Ids and Isub of the MOSFET are extracted
to fit measurement data of a dummy cell, in which bias can
be directly applied to the floating gate. Capacitance between
FG and CG is extracted to fit a measured coupling coefficient
rcp ≡ ∆VFG/∆VCG. Gate currents, Igd and Igb, are described
below.

A. Hot-Electron Injection

A gate current in program mode is expressed as

Igd = ICHE + ICHISEL, (1)

where ICHE and ICHISEL are injection currents by Chan-
nel Hot Electron (CHE) and CHannel Initiated Secondary
ELectron (CHISEL), respectively. These components, which
are shown in Fig. 2, will be modeled using a lucky-electron
model[13][14]. Based on the lucky-electron model, the prob-
ability of an electron acquiring the sufficient kinetic energy
from the electric field, E, and retaining the appropriate mo-
mentum after elastic collision is expressed as[14] pinj(E) =
(Eλ/4Φb) exp(−Φb/Eλ), where λ is the inelastic scattering
mean-free-path of the hot electron. The effective barrier height
Φb including the barrier lowering effects due to the image
field and the tunneling is expressed as[14] Φb(Eox) = Φb0 −
Φb1

√
Eox − Φb2E

2/3
ox when Eox > 0 and Φb(Eox) = Φb0

when Eox < 0, where Eox ≡ (Vgs − V (x) − φwf)/tox is
the electric field in the gate dielectric film and φwf is the
work-function difference between silicon substrate and gate
electrode.

The CHE component comes from energetic channel elec-
trons which are accelerated by channel electric field. The
channel potential, V (x), in the velocity saturation region is
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proportional to exp(x/�c), and the channel electric field Ex

is expressed as Ex = (V (x) − Vdsat)/�c, where �c is the
characteristic length which is determined by the thichness
of the gate dielectric film and the drain-substrate junction
depth[15]. An electron which surmounts the potential barrier
is swept into the gate electrode in the region where Eox > 0,
whereas it may be pushed back to the channel in the region
where Eox < 0[16]. The injection, however, occurs in the
latter region because some electrons have momentum which
is large enough to reach the gate electrode against the electric
field in the gate dielectric film. As shown in Fig. 3, the
channel potential is Vgs + φwf at the point where Eox = 0,
and it increases monotonically toward Vds along the channel
direction. The channel potential at the critical point, x = xm,
beyond which the electron is pushed back, is between Vgs+φwf
and Vds. We express the channel potential at the point as
V (xm) = rd(Vgs + φwf) + (1 − rd)Vds using the fitting
parameter rd ≤ 1. The electric field at the point xm is,
therefore, Em = (rd(Vgs + φwf) + (1 − rd)Vds − Vdsat)/�c
when Vds > Vgs + φwf and Em = (Vds − Vdsat)/�c when
Vds < Vgs+φwf . Integrating the product of the channel current
Ids and the injection probability pinj from x = 0 to x = xm
along the channel, the gate current by CHE injection is

ICHE = AdIds

(
λEm

Φbd

)2

exp
(

− Φbd

λEm

)
, (2)

where Φbd = Φb(Eox(xm)) and Ad is a fitting parameter.
The CHISEL component comes from energetic electrons

which are generated by hole impact ionization in the sub-
strate and accelerated by vertical electric field. The gen-
erated current by hole impact ionization in the substrate,
Isubgen, is calculated by integrating hole impact ionization
coefficient αh = αh0 exp(−βh/E)[17] along the current path
of the substrate current, Isub. Assuming the electric field
to decrease linearly from its maximum value Edb along
the current path of Isub, the current Isubgen is expressed
as Isubgen ∝ Isub(Edb/βh) exp(−βh/Edb), where Edb =√

2qNdep(φs − Vbd)/εSi, φs = 2(kT/q) log(Ndep/ni), Ndep
is the channel doping concentration, εSi is the dielectric
constant of silicon, and ni is the intrinsic carrier concentra-
tion. The vertical electric field, which accelerates electrons
of Isubgen is determined by the Poisson equation dE/dy =
qNdep/εSi. Approximating Ndep to be constant, the vertical
electric field linearly depends on the depth as shown in Fig. 4.
Integrating the product of the current Isubgen and the injection
probability pinj along the current path, the gate current by
CHISEL injection is expressed as

ICHISEL = AsIsub

(
Edb

βh

)2

exp
(

− βh

Edb

)

×
(

λEym

Φbs

)3

exp
(

− Φbs

λEym

)
, (3)

where Eym =
√

2qNdep(φs − Vbs)/εSi, Φbs ≡ Φb(Eox(0))
and As is a fitting parameter.

Measured and simulated hot-electron gate currents, Igd, are
shown in Fig. 5. The proposed model gives proper drain, gate
and substrate bias dependence. From the simulated data, CHE
is dominant for the total current, ICHE + ICHISEL, when the
gate voltage is high as shown in Fig. 5 (a). As the gate
voltage becomes low, the CHE component has less effect
than the CHISEL component, because the electric field in
the gate dielectric film near the drain changes from attractive
to repulsive which suppresses CHE injection[7][9][16]. The
CHE component is independent of the substrate bias, as shown
in Fig. 5 (b), because the chanel potential, V (x), and the
channel electric field, Em, are insensitive to the substrate bias.
The CHISEL component, on the other hand, increases as the
substrate bias goes negative owing to the dependence of Edb
and Eym on Vbd and Vbs, respectively.

B. Fowler-Nordheim Tunneling

A gate current in erase mode, Igb, is governed by Fowler-
Nordheim (FN) tunneling. We use the BSIM4 gate tunneling
current model in accumulation mode[18], Igbacc, to express
the FN tunneling current because it is implemented in most
simulators for industrial use. The BSIM4 gate tunneling cur-
rent model is based on FN tunneling model and contains some
modification to suit direct tunneling[19]. In the erase bias
range, measured tunneling current is well expressed by the
BSIM4 gate tunneling current model as shown in Fig. 6.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental and simulated programming characteristics
for 130nm-technology flash memory cells are shown in Fig. 7.
The threshold voltage shift, ∆Vth, in the simulation is calcu-
lated using the shift of floating gate potential and the coupling
coefficient. A good agreement is obtained for every control
gate voltage. Applying substrate bias improves programming
efficiency and leads to shorter programming time owing to
CHISEL injection, which is properly expressed by our model.

Erasing characteristic is also simulated and compared with
experimental data in Fig. 8. A good agreement is obtained for
every control gate voltage using common BSIM4 model.

The simulation results of both programming and erasing
indicate that our model is useful in designing and optimizing
circuits including flash memory cells.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a compact model for flash memory cells
including a substrate-bias-dependent hot-electron gate current
model. The hot-electron gate current model is based on the
lucky-electron model, and substrate bias dependence is prop-
erly incorporated in it. The tunneling gate current is expressed
by the BSIM4 tunneling gate current model. Simulation results
of both programming and erasing characteristics have been
shown to validate our model.
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Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit for a flash memory cell.
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of generation mechanisms of gate current
during programming. CHE and CHISEL components correspond to ICHE
and ICHISEL, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the channel potential, V (x), the electric field
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Eox(x) along the channel direction.
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the vertical electric field in the silicon substrate.
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Fig. 5. Measured and simulated hot-electron gate current. Measured current is
obtained by differenciating measured programming characteristics with time.
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Fig. 6. Measured and simulated tunneling gate current. Measured current is
obtained by differenciating measured erasing characteristics with time.
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Fig. 7. Programming characteristics.
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Fig. 8. Erasing characteristics.
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